**FLEXTEC™ SOFT-EDGE HIGH PERFORMANCE DOOR**

**FLEXIBLE BY DESIGN**
Engineered to flex around obstructions and easily release from side columns if needed yet durable against wind and pressure resistance, the FlexTec eliminates entrapment concerns.

**SELF-REPAIRING CAPABILITIES**
Automatically self-repairs without user intervention if impacted from either direction reducing downtime, maintenance and repairs.

**MAXIMUM SPEED**
Operates up to 4 times faster than competitive doors. The FlexTec door opens at up to 100 inches per second reducing risk of impact.

**MAXIMUM SAFETY**
High-tech Advanced Light Curtain Safety System, Pathwatch® Safety Light System and flexible bottom edge -all standard safety features.

**INDUSTRY-LEADING WARRANTY**
FlexTec is backed by a 1 million cycle/5-year* warranty on motor/mechanical components, drive teeth and 1-ply Rylon™ panel material; 2-year limited warranty on electrical components.

**ACCOMMODATES LARGER OPENINGS**
The FlexTec™-T (tall) model provides flexibility to even larger openings, up to 20’ high, with the same great soft bottom edge.

**DURABLE MATERIALS**
Low-friction drive system, edge-to-edge seals, removable/replaceable 20’ windows and 1-ply Ryon™ panel for sustained reliability.

**CONTROL & PERFORMANCE**
Watertight, NEMA 4X System 4® Controller plus heavy duty gear box/motor for unmatched reliability in the most demanding high cycle environments.

Discover why leading plant managers, engineers and contractors specify Rytec High Performance Doors.